Architectural Door Accessories

Pemko 83" FULL MORTISE SHORT LEAF INSET HD

---

USA: Ventura, CA 93003
Phone: 800.283.9988

Memphis, TN 38141
Phone: 800.824.3018

Canada: Vancouver, BC V2T6W3
Phone: 877.535.7888

Toronto, ON L4K4T9
Phone: 877.535.7888

---

**CAUTION**

Due to Frame Installation Variations, Pre-drilling For Fasteners IS NOT Recommended
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Architectural Door Accessories

Pemko 85" FULL MORTISE SHORT LEAF INSET HD

**CAUTION**
Due to Frame Installation Variations, Pre-drilling For Fasteners IS NOT Recommended
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Architectural Door Accessories

Pemko 95" FULL MORTISE SHORT LEAF INSET HD

** CAUTION **
Due to Frame Installation Variations, Pre-drilling For Fasteners IS NOT Recommended

---
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Architectural Door Accessories

Pemko 120" FULL MORTISE SHORT LEAF INSET HD

**CAUTION**
Due to Frame Installation Variations, Pre-drilling For Fasteners IS NOT Recommended
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